
 

 

IS PROMOTIONAL MERCHANDISE WORTH  
THE INVESTMENT? 

 
How to prove return on investment? It’s a challenge in any area of marketing spend but with 

promotional items it can feel like watching your precious advertising budget disappear into 

immeasurable oblivion. What becomes of that branded keyring? Do consumers really value free gifts 

with purchase? Which products work best, and does it vary depending on your audience demographic? 

Often you are left with more questions than answers. As marketing budgets continue to migrate to 

digital activity, is there a place for branded gifts and giveaways at all? 

 

Well-researched, carefully-developed promotional products can build brand loyalty and drive repeat 

purchasing behaviour in consumers. The challenge is to identify products which have a high perceived 

value in the minds of target customers. This sounds simple but identifying the right product for a 

particular market or consumer group is rarely so straightforward. However, the rewards for brands who 

get it right can be well worth the effort.  

 

LOW COST PER IMPRESSION 

Online, every click and like can be captured and analysed but it’s not so easy with physical promotions. 

Recent research suggests, however, that the impact of promotional products can be far-reaching and 

their $cost-per-impression (CPI) can be very cost-effective compared to other forms of advertising. A 

2017 ASI report demonstrates that promotional products have a lower CPI in the US than prime-time 

television advertising, national magazine advertising and newspaper ads, and a similar CPI to radio and 

Internet advertising. Plus, while all these other forms of advertising are often passive, promotional 

products allow for much more proactive interaction, such as storing valuable information on a USB 

drive or carrying groceries around town in a promotional bag. 

 

BRAND IMPACT 

According to a 2016 Statistica study, 40 percent of US consumers own some 

sort of promotional product, which would suggest a decent level of 

‘stickiness’ is being achieved through the distribution of promotional 

products into the marketplace. Another study from the PPAI reported that 

89 per cent of people in the US received at least one promotional item in 

2017, a number which has increased steadily since 1992 when the figure 

stood at 65 per cent. This suggests an upward trend in the use of 

promotional items in the marketing mix, but what impact do they really have on customers? The same 

PPAI study reports that consumers ranked promotional products as the most effective advertising 

vehicle, coming in well above TV or online advertising, so the message from customers seems clear – 

promotional items are, at least, having a tangible impact on consumers. 

 

In our experience, brands often report a significant uplift in sales directly relating to promotional 

giveaways. If campaigns can be linked to online activity it creates a powerful potential for brand impact. 

In 2015 we developed a Christmas promotion for Coca-Cola – a bottle label that transformed into a 

Christmas bow. Coca-Cola sold over 115million of these special bottles in a worldwide campaign 

resulting in 1.1billion hits on social media. Customers uploaded user-generated YouTube videos of 

themselves engaging with the ribbon, one receiving over 23million views in just three days. The 

campaign impact for Cola-Cola was huge, and global. The message from customers seems clear – 

promotional items are, at least, having a tangible impact on consumers. 
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https://media.asicentral.com/resources/impressions-study-2016.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/548059/promotional-products-ownership-usa/
https://education.bpma.co.uk/Files/DocumentStore/Resources/PPAI%202017%20Consumer%20Study%20Report.pdf
https://vimeo.com/222202768


 

 

 

UTILITY IS KING 

Consumers’ online experience of brands are, by their nature, somewhat transient and intangible. 

Promotional merchandise has the distinct advantage of having a real and potentially more lasting 

impact on customers in the real world.  

 

Research suggests that consumers value promotional products which are 

useful above all else. The PPAI survey finds that functionality is top of the 

list for reasons to keep a promotional item. If it’s useful, a huge 85 per 

cent of us will keep it. Other top reasons for retention include whether a 

product is fun and/or a pleasing design.  

 

Understanding why an individual chooses to keep a promotional product 

provides useful insight into which features are most valued by recipients. 

Unlike traditional advertising vehicles whose sole purpose is to communicate a message, promotional 

products not only bring value to brands by effectively connecting with recipients, but they also play a 

functional role within consumer lifestyles.  

 

Promotional products offer the opportunity to target specific consumer groups with items that are 

tailored to individual drivers which can help to drive up resonance with target consumer groups. 

 

KEY METRICS OF SUCCESS 

The PPAI report offers some interesting insights into five key areas which act as useful metrics to assess 

the impact of any advertising activity: 

 

1. Reach – how much positive brand exposure do promo products deliver? The longer a promotional 

product is kept, the more impressions it makes on the recipient (and anyone else who is exposed 

to the recipient using the product). The majority of people say they are exposed to promo products 

most days, in fact millennials say they are exposed ‘all of the time’. Most people keep promotional 

items for between 1-5 years and eight out of ten recipients will pass a product along to someone 

else if they don’t keep it for themselves, extending the brands reach still further.  

 

2. Recall – branding is about building identity. Promotional products help 

to connect brands with their audience and create memorable customer 

experiences. Studies show that promotional products deliver high recall 

rates, especially compared to other types of advertising. In Europe for 

example nearly 9 out of 10 consumers who own a promotional bag 

remember who gave it to them. In the US 1 in 2 people walk around 

with a promotional product on their person, either wearing it or in    

their pocket.  

 

3. Resonance – emotions lie at the heart of the relationship between brands and consumers. 

Promotional products resonate with consumers, driving them back to the brand and helping to 

drive buying behaviour. According to the 2015 Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience Internal Study, 

advertising that produced the best emotional response generated a 23 per cent lift in sales volume. 

Surveys show a strong emotional response to promotional products, with 71 per cent saying 

promotional products made them happy. Every year leading brand consultants, Brand Keys, 

conduct a survey which creates an annual Loyalty Leaders List. This list providing a comprehensive 
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https://www.nielsen.com/content/dam/nielsenglobal/us/docs/solutions/emotions-give-a-lift-to-advertising.pdf
http://brandkeys.com/top-100-loyalty-leaders-3-brands-taking-over-the-world/


 

 

cross-category perspective of brand loyalty today. Year after year, 

brands that make loyalty and emotional engagement a strategic priority 

come out on top. Most importantly, Brand Keys suggests, these factors 

appear at the top of consumers’ shopping lists too. 

 

4. Reaction – PPAI’s survey found that roughly eight in ten consumers said 

they have looked up a brand after receiving a promotional product. 

Promotional products particularly drove Millennials’ interest, with 87 per cent curious enough to 

take further action. With an overwhelming number of brands on offer 

in today’s marketplace, it can seem impossible to build sustained 

consumer loyalty to any one brand in particular. However, it can be 

argued that good advertising will still cut through and influence 

consumers buying decisions, and the research on promotional 

merchandise supports that view. A healthy 83 per cent of consumers 

say they are more likely to do business with brands from which they 

received promotional products over other brands. 

 

5. Relativity – today’s marketplaces are incredibly complex and 

consumers are faced with a bewildering array of touchpoints both on 

and off-line. Those consumers are becoming increasingly ‘blind’ to 

advertising and capturing their attention gets more & more difficult for 

brands to achieve effectively. According to the recent PPAI survey, 

promotional products are better received and less avoided by 

consumers than any other advertising vehicle. 

 

THE POWER TO CUT THROUGH 

Recent studies clearly show that promotional products remain an important element of the advertising 

mix. Used correctly, these products have the power to cut through the noise and make a positive impact 

on consumers. More than that, promotional products have proved their worth in terms of cost-per-

impression and return on investment they can deliver, compared to other forms of advertising.  

 

Coca-Cola valued the free media coverage generated by the Christmas 

Ribbon campaign at $8.5Million, giving them a healthy return on investment 

of 30 per cent on the promotion overall. Clear evidence that, done well, 

promotional campaigns have the power to capture consumers’ imagination, 

build loyalty and amplify brand resonance in the marketplace. 

 

 

ASL Global works with the world’s biggest brands to create, develop and deliver outstanding 

promotional campaigns and brand experiences which excite audiences, build customer loyalty and 

demand attention. For more information on how ASL Global can help build your brand in the 

marketplace contact us today. 
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